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1. To confirm Ijevan Branch of Yerevan State University foundation’s charter according to 

the appendix. 
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CHARTER OF  

IJEVAN BRANCH OF "YEREVAN STATE UNIVERSITY" FOUNDATION 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Ijevan Branch of "Yerevan State University" Foundation (hereinafter referred to as YSU IB) is 

an educational and scientific-cultural self-acting higher educational institution. The activity of 

YSU as a self-acting higher educational institution is goal oriented towards the organization of 

Armenian studies, natural, socio-economic sciences, humanitarian sciences and technology, 

culture education by various trends, principle scientific researches and study through 

comprehensive (general), secondary professional, higher educational, post-graduated 

professional degrees, envisaged by law and educational programs.  

2. YSU IB is the successor (according to transfer act) of "Yerevan State University" state non-

commercial organization (state registration number 01Բ․000․135).  

3. YSU carries out its activities according to the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia, Civil 

Code of the Republic of Armenia, "On Foundations" Law of the Republic of Armenia, "On 

Education" Law of the Republic of Armenia, "Higher and Professional Education" Law of the 

Republic of Armenia, other laws of the Republic of Armenia and these regulations.  

4. The founder of YSU IB is "Yerevan State University" Foundation. 

 5. The name of YSU IB is: 



1) in Armenian (full) “Երևանի պետական համալսարան” հիմնադրամի Իջևանի 

մասնաճյուղ, 

2) in Armenian (brief) “ԵՊՀ ԻՄ”  

3) in Russian (full) Иджеванский филиал фонда “Ереванский государственный 

университет”  

4) in Russian (brief) “ЕГУ ИФ”  

5) in English (full) Ijevan Branch of “Yerevan State University” Foundation 

6) English (brief) “YSU IB”  

6. The address of YSU IB is: Student st.3, 4001, city of Ijevan, Tavush region, Republic of 

Armenia  

II. YSU IB LEGAL STATUS 

7. YSU IB is the separate subdivision of YSU. 

8. YSU IB has the right under the law approved by the foundation to open bank accounts in 

banks of the Republic of Armenia in Armenian Drams and/or currency. 

9. The whole profit gained during the YSU IB activity should be used for the implementation of 

its statutory goals.  

10. According to its own Charter YSU IB,  

1) Uses the property provided by the Government of the Republic of Armenia and the founder.  

2) Disposes, uses and possesses the property that belongs to it by property law.  

11. YSU IB may have its coat of arms of the Republic of Armenia containing a round stamp, 

stamps, letterheads, as well as other means.  

 

 



III. YSU OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCE 

12. The principle objectives of YSU IB are: 

1) The satisfaction of person's intellectual, spiritual and moral development needs through higher 

professional education;  

2) Conduction of scientific, educational-methodological and scientific-pedagogical researches in 

various scientific fields; 

 3) Development of science, education, economy and culture by the scientific-pedagogical staff 

and creative activity of the students, and the use of the obtained results in the economy, research 

and educational processes;  

4) Preparation and training higher educated scientific-pedagogical employees;  

5) Provision of the quality of education and investment of an appropriate system of 

improvement;  

6) Enhancement of training content according to the integration of education and science, 

elaboration and inculcation of specialties and specializations systems; 

 7) Implementation of the educational process continuity, transparency and publicity;  

8) Education of student by national, ethical values and values common to the whole mankind; 

 9) Spreading of knowledge among the population, increase of its educational and cultural level.  

10) Inculcation of liability towards the civil position, skills and labor among the students, under 

the conditions of democratic and civil society management;  

11) To establish necessary conditions for health care, mode of life, nutrition, rest, physical and 

mental development of students and employees.  

13. In accordance with the proposed objectives YSU IB is entitled:  

1) To accomplish higher, post-graduate specialized education, as well as general, secondary and 

additional educational programs;  



2) To elaborate and approve educational plans and curricula of specialties and specializations of 

higher and post-graduate professional education, to publish educational literature and 

educational-methodical textbooks; 

 3) To make decisions approved by the foundation on the organization of educational processes, 

on the issues related to the selection of means, rules and frequency of the students current 

certification and educational technologies;  

4) According to educational programs arrange the acceptance of the entrants, including the 

foreign citizens, to the university and organize the educational process; 

 5) To organize courses of professional development, training and further education of specialists 

and additional education’s other programs;  

6) To determine its structure, management rules of the structural subdivisions, to maintain, 

reorganize and dissolve structural subdivisions by the decision of the founder; 

 7) To submit to the founder's approval the staff list of various kinds of employees, to accomplish 

selection and distribution of the employees, including the enrollment of scientific-pedagogical 

staff, professors staff, the rules of appointment of managing bodies of scientific and training 

subdivisions; 

8) To exclude the YSU IB’s use of property given by the founder, including buildings, structures 

and land pledge, alienation or free use without the founder's decision. 

9) To rent its property according to the legislation of the Republic of Armenia. Delivered rental 

period should be set more than a year, except for the case determined by the founder. The 

income derived from the lease of the property is a state property. 

10) To manage its finances with the consent of the founder, to make decisions on the ways of 

financial means dispose, including the remuneration, rules and rate of financial compensation, 

and to establish of scholarships. 

11) To carry out other activity envisaged by law and present charter. 



14. The establishment and activity of social-political, public and religious organizations, their 

organizational institutions in YSU IB are prohibited, except for trade union, specialized, cultural, 

sport and postgraduates organizations and unions.  

15. YSU IB will be able to engage in the following activities; 

 1) organization of secondary, higher professional, additional education for more;  

2) realization of educational activities in the field of applied arts and commercialization of their 

results; 

 3) preparation, training and qualification development of scientific-pedagogical specialists;  

4) realization of scientific-research works, and commercialization of their results;  

5) provision of consulting and experimental services;  

6) realization of publishing, printing activity, their results, the sale of books and other printed 

materials;  

7) implementation of media advertisement published by the print and electronic means;  

8) organization of education and training paid courses;  

9) implementation of international educational and scientific programs; 

 10) management and maintenance of public catering, recreation, treatment, lifestyle of the staff, 

students and others;  

IV. YSU IB BENEFICIARIES 

 16. The beneficiaries of YSU IB are individuals and legal entities related to educational, 

scientific, cultural, and scientific-research aspects.  

V. YSU IB RESPONSIBILITIES 

17. The University has an obligation:  



1) to act according to the legislation, norms and principles of international law of the Republic of 

Armenia, as well as by its own legislation;  

2) to publish an annual report on its activities, in case provided by law also a financial statement 

of audit opinion;  

3) to keep records and accounting required by law;  

4) to provide with information and make reports to state agencies in cases and rules prescribed 

by the legislation of the Republic of Armenia;  

5) to ensure availability to learn about the mentioned reports; 

 6) to perform other duties prescribed by law. 

YSU IB BODIES  

18. YSU IB is governed according to the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, YSU charter 

and the same charter based on the self-governance. The governance of YSU IB is based on its 

autonomy with adherence of the principles of personal and collegial governance.  

19. YSU IB performs its activities through its bodies.  

20. Government bodies of YSU IB are:  

1) Scientific Council  

2) Director 

21. Scientific Council 

1) Confirms its regulations;  

2) Submits a proposal to the YSU rector to establish, re-organize, and liquidize structural units 

by the introduction of the director;  

3) Discusses and makes decisions on the entrance to YSU IB according to the educational 

programs and specializations within the provided total quantities; 



 4) Confirms internal legal acts of YSU IB;  

5) Discusses and approves educational programs;  

6) Discusses the main and perspective directions of scientific activity, listens to scientific 

programs about the results for the scientific-research and scientific-methodological works of 

utmost importance performed at YSU IB; 

 7) Adopts decisions on awarding honorary titles, delivering awards, nominal and other 

scholarships, awarding with YSU Medal and Order, nominating candidates for the republican 

and international awards and titles;  

8) Approves the procedures of the staff election of faculty deans, heads of departments and 

academic staff;  

9) Confers scientific degrees, approves the results for the vacant places competitions of faculty 

deans, heads of departments, professors;  

10) Submits proposals on carrying out the main directions of YSU IB activity, including 

educational programs with new specializations, corresponding to YSU IB activity spheres, aims 

and problems; 

 11) Submits proposals to the director on the project of annual estimates of YSU IB incomes and 

expenditures;  

12) Discusses issues regarding the social, political, educational, scientific and cultural life of the 

Republic and events of utmost importance;  

13) If necessary discusses and guaranties monographs, textbooks, manuals, handbooks and other 

materials for the publication; 

 14) Forms permanent and temporary committees operating under the scientific council, defines 

their structure, order of the staff formation and working order; 

15) Listens to director’s annual report; 



16) Carries out other authorizations resultant from the legislation and the same charter of the 

Republic of Armenia.  

22. The total number of scientific council members may not exceed 35, of which at least 50 

percent are elected members. 

 23. The director (chairman of scientific council), vice-director, scientific secretary (secretary of 

scientific council), chief accountant, head of legal department, head of trade union, heads of 

faculties, branches, heads of other structural units by the appointment of the director, as well as 

elective members corresponding to the charter of the scientific council are included in scientific 

council staff due to their position. 

 24. The session of the scientific council is considered to be competent if 2/3 of its members are 

present. The decisions are taken by the simple majority voices of the council members, by open 

voting, if no decision is taken on a secret ballot. The sessions of the scientific council may be 

held by the application of information technologies and other means of telecommunication, as 

well by means of the inquiry. 

 25. Special sessions of the scientific council may be convoked by the proposal of the Chairman 

of the, as well as by the demand of 1/3 members of the scientific council. The Chairman of the 

scientific council has to ensure the convocation of the session within 10 days after receiving the 

demand on holding a special session.  

26. The current activity of YSU IB is led by the director. Within his jurisdictions, the director 

takes actions solely, corresponding to the legislation of the Republic of Armenia and the same 

charter and bears full responsibility for the results of YSU IB work activity. The director 

organizes the performance of the decisions of the scientific council. 

 27. The director’s rights and obligations are defined by the legislation of the Republic of 

Armenia, the current charter and the employment contract signed with him. 

28. The director of the University:  

1) Leads the educational, scientific, productive, economic, financial, international and other 

activities of YSU IB;  



2) Organizes the work activities of YSU IB scientific council, structural units providing their 

harmonious functioning;  

3) Convokes, director's sessions of YSU IB;  

4) Introduces an annual report to YSU scientific council; 

5) Introduces to the approval of YSU rector the charter of YSU IB or making changes and 

amendments in them; 

6) Introduces to the approval of YSU rector the annual income and expenditure estimate, 

structure of YSU and staff list; 

7) Ensures the performance of decisions of YSU Board of Trustees and the scientific council;  

8) Introduces to the approval of YSU rector the program on establishment, reorganization and 

liquidation of structural units; 

 9) Introduces to the approval of YSU IB scientific council the internal legal acts of YSU IB; 

 10) Forms the scientific council of YSU IB and the collegial management bodies of the 

structural units in accordance with the present charter, defines the authorizations of the 

employers, official duties;  

11) Gives orders on the entrance, exclusion, removal, restoration of students, making a 

corresponding vacation, application of incentives and disciplinary penalties, awarding with 

qualification degree, allocating student benefits and other orders regarding YSU IB activity;  

12) Admits to work and excludes vice-directors with the consent of YSU rector, determines the 

spheres of their activity and jurisdiction; 

13) Admits to work and excludes heads of structural units and employees, applies incentives and 

disciplinary penalties to them, organizes workers' attestation; 

14) Signs up to five million AMD worth of contracts or the equivalent in another currency. The 

contracts exceeding the limit specified are subject to approval by YSU rector; 



15) Stops the decisions made by YSU IB Scientific Council, as well as the heads of the structural 

units of the governing bodies of which are out of their jurisdiction, contradict to the legislation of 

the Republic of Armenia and the present Charter, which means their further discussion;  

16) In his absence, the director assigns his duties to one of vice-directors; 

17) Gives power of attorney to act on behalf of the YSU IB, opens accounts in banks; 

18) Implementing authority not contradicting to the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, YSU 

Charter and the current charter. 

29. The YSU director is elected by YSU rector, for 5-year period, an employment contract is 

signed. 

30. Every professor holding a Doctor’s degree and having administrative skills may be elected 

the director of YSU IB. The same person may not be elected for the post of the director for more 

than two consecutive terms.  

31. Vice-directors are appointed by the director’s order and carry out certain activities in the field 

of direct governance by the director’s assignments, orders and instructions accordingly.  

32. The directorate shall be the consultative body subordinate to the director, which is formed by 

the director’s order. In the period between the sessions of the YSU IB scientific council, the 

directorate shall consider the issues related to the spheres of university activities. The university 

nominal composition is approved by the YSU IB director. 

 

VII. AMENDMENTS AND CHANGES IN YSU IB CHARTER 

33. In YSU IB Charter amendments and additions, new types of business activities may be set by 

the YSU IB founder prescribed by the YSU Charter.  

 

VIII. YSU IB ACTIVITIES 



34. YSU IB is planning its own activities, developing and making decisions on the development 

of its activities by agreement of the founder. 

35. In its statutory activities, YSU IB has the right to its own initiative make any decision 

complied with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia.  

36. YSU IB carries out entrepreneurial activity only when it corresponds or serves to its Charter 

or statutory objectives. Types of entrepreneurial activities implemented by the YSU IB 

(including itself) are defined by the current charter. 

 

IX. ORGANIZATION AND FUNDING OF EDUCATIONAL 

 AND RESEARCH PROCESS AT YSU IB 

37. The admission of students and the transition from one level to another is implemented in 

accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia and other legal acts. 

 38. At the YSU IB the higher education is implemented by the bachelor's and master's basic 

educational programs, according to state educational standards. YSU IB may perform also 

general, pre-professional, as well as additional educational programs.  

39. The education process of foreign citizens and stateless persons is carried out on payable basis 

in accordance with the procedure established by the founder.  

40. YSU IB applies higher education gradual system. Each graduate is awarded the relevant 

qualification/ degree and graduation certificate (diploma).  

41. Graduates of additional professional education program who passed final attestation 

examinations should be issued graduation document (certificate) by YSU IB.  

42. Education at YSU IB is implemented by the following types: full time, by correspondence, 

distance learning and extern. The combination of various forms higher and post-graduate 

education is permitted.  



43. The basic educational programs at YSU IB are implemented according to European credit 

accumulation and transfer system.  

44. YSU IB carries out a periodic knowledge check of students and assessment of multifactorial 

system.  

45. YSU IB has internal quality assurance and control system, with the goal of continuous 

improvement in the quality of education.  

46. Employees and students, as well as experts that are invited on contractual basis may 

participate in scientific-research activities, which are carried out at University.  

47. YSU organizes and conducts conferences, conventions, consultations, seminars, publishes 

scientific periodicals, journals, books, monographs, textbooks and manuals. 

48. YSU IB academic and scientific activities are financed from the following sources:  

1) State budget of the Republic of Armenia; 

 2) YSU IB founder 

3) Investments made by institutions, organizations of the RA and foreign countries, including 

donations of individuals and grants;  

4) Means received from YSU IB paid services;  

5) Funds provided for charitable purposes;  

6) Funds provided for innovative research; 

7) Other sources not prohibited by the legislation of the Republic of Armenia. 

 49. Scientific-research, project, design, experimental and other work planning, financing, report 

are carried out by the state budget of the RA, is implemented in accordance with the legislation 

of the Republic of Armenia. 

 

 



X. YSU IB STRUCTURE 

50. The structural units of the YSU IB are faculties, chairs, centers, departments, divisions, 

laboratories, scientific library and other academic units.  

51. The status and eligibility of YSU IB units are determined by the legislation of the Republic 

of Armenia, the charter approved by the Scientific Council of YSU IB and regulations. 

 52. The YSU IB faculties shall function in accordance with their regulations.  

53. Proceeding from the performed educational, scientific, extracurricular work, the faculty, in 

accordance with the specified criteria, shall develop its regular establishment to be approved by 

the YSU IB director. The faculty shall be composed of departments, laboratories, as well as 

educational, scientific and other subsidiary units. The faculty Scientific Council and the dean are 

the administrative bodies of the faculty.  

54. Faculty Scientific Council is the management collegial body of the Faculty, the chairman of 

which is the Dean. The members of Scientific Council are Deputy-Deans, Heads of Chairs, Head 

of Trade Union, professors, Associate Professors, other professionals of the field, students. 25 

percent of Faculty Scientific Council is students, whose nomination and election is implemented 

by Faculty student Council. 

 55. The governing body composition, formation and functions’ regulation of the Faculty 

Scientific Council are defined by the Faculty exemplary statute.  

56. Faculty Scientific Council shall: 

1) submit to YSU IB director proposals on establishing, liquidating and reorganizing 

departments and other structural subdivisions within the faculty; 

 2) solve issues related to educational and scientific work, international relations and other 

activities of the Faculty; 

 3) discuss the annual report of the Faculty Dean and evaluate its activities;  

4) introduce to the approval of YSU IB scientific council the Faculty Charter based on the 

Charter Model confirmed by the YSU Scientific Council;  



5) propose the faculty representatives in the scientific council of YSU IB; 

 6) solve the Faculty’s academic, scientific, and other issues;  

7) submit the faculty curricula to the director of YSU IB to be approved by the YSU IB 

Scientific Council;  

8) solve other issues related to the teaching and methodological work and research as prescribed 

by the present regulations.  

57. The sessions of the Faculty Scientific Council shall be convened at least eight times per year. 

The resolutions of the Faculty Scientific Council shall be passed by a clear majority vote of the 

Council members present at a given session, if no other way is stipulated by the legislation of the 

RA, the regulations or by the Faculty resolution. The Faculty resolution shall be mandatory for 

Faculty academic/administrative staff and students.  

58. The faculty dean shall organize and administer the work of the faculty within his/her 

competence and in accordance with the present regulations. 

59. Faculty Dean may be elected the person, who has a PhD or doctoral degree and/or associate 

or professor scientific degree.  

60. The dean shall be elected by a secret ballot in the Faculty Scientific Council for a five-year 

term. The candidate who receives the most votes in the Faculty Scientific Council but no less 

than half of the votes of the participating members shall be deemed elected dean. The dean shall 

be appointed to the post by the director’s order based on the election results and sign contract for 

5 years term. Faculty dean's position can be hold no more than two terms in a row: The Dean’s 

election is organized and conducted in accordance with the dean’s election regulations.  

61. Dean of the Faculty:  

1) conducts the faculty’s educational, scientific and other activities;  

2) provides the implementation of YSU IB bodies and the Faculty Scientific Council's decisions;  

3) submits to the approval of the director the candidates of vice-deans and Faculty Scientific 

Council's secretary; 



4) in the defined order, submits to the YSU IB director proposals referring to the students’ 

dismissal and readmission;  

5) submits the proposal about the students’ remove from year to year.  

6) implements competences envisaged by the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, this 

Charter, the Charter of the Faculty.  

62. During the period between the meetings of the Faculty Scientific Council Faculty-related 

issues are discussed and resolved by the dean current session, the Dean, Deputy Dean (deputies), 

Faculty strip Chairs, Secretary of Faculty Scientific Council, Chairmen of Faculty of trade union 

and students council take part in it. The Dean's sessions are recorded. 

63. The chairs (departments, laboratories) are the basic structural units of the faculty of the 

academic process, which operates under a charter and statutes based on departments and 

laboratories.  

64. The Chair operates in accordance with the present regulations and faculty regulations.  

65. The Chair, based on the pedagogical, scientific workload and forms, elaborates work load of 

its employees according to the standards. 

 66. The recruitment of academic staff in the Chair of YSU IB, their employment relationship 

between the University is conducted on a contractual basis, on a competitive basis.  

67. The Chair is conducted by the head that is selected on competitive basis, for 5-year term, in 

YSU IB Scientific Council. The faculty board decision is confirmed (approved) in the YSU IB 

Scientific Council by secret ballot, after which the selected person by the order of the director is 

appointed the head of the chair. The Head of Chair’s activity is deemed to scientific-pedagogical 

work. 

 68. The scientific-educational issues of the Chair are discussed at staff meetings of 

corresponding units. Other employees of the department participate in the meetings by 

consulting vote.  



69. The formation and functions of the other units of the Faculty is defined by the Faculty 

Charter.  

XI. YSU IB EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS 

 70. All the YSU IB employees are divided into following types: teaching (Academic staff (Head 

of Chair, professor, associate professor, assistant professor and instructors), scientific workers), 

administrative, education-supporting, engineering-technical, and other categories.  

71. The YSU IB staff and students' rights and responsibilities are defined by the legislation of the 

Republic of Armenia, the present Charter, YSU IB collective agreements and other legal acts. 

 72. The YSU IB employees have the right:  

1) to vote and be elected in positions of management and governance bodies, inclusion and 

participation in the activities relevant to YSU IB governing bodies prescribed by the legislation 

of the Republic of Armenia, YSU IB Charter and collective agreement;  

2) to participate in the discussion of all issues related to the YSU IB activity; 

 3) to select the teaching methods of educational process; 

4) to unite in trade union organizations; 

 5) to use the free and paid services of libraries, database, educational and scientific units, as well 

as the services of social-domestic, medical units, learning bases, educational industrial, sport and 

health camp and other structural units;  

6) to appeal against the orders of the head of corresponding YSU IB unit, in the defined order by 

the RA legislation. 

 7) to get paid or unpaid leave defined by the rule; 

 8) to receive monetary compensation for the damage caused to the life or health at work;  

9) to get salary in the stipulated period and receive a salary, allowances, bonuses, as well as 

rewards and incentives (including cash) in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of 

Armenia;, current Charter and YSU IB collective agreement;  



10) to have organizational and logistical conditions for professional and business activities;  

11) to organize and participate in the YSU IB scientific- research activities, seminars and 

conferences;  

12) YSU IB employees have other rights by the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, current 

Charter and other legal acts;  

13) YSU IB academic/administrative staff, researchers and students are granted with academic 

freedoms according to the legislation of the RA and YSU IB;  

73. All vacancies in YSU IB for academic staff, scientific researchers’ positions shall be filled in 

accordance with the present Charter and academic appointment order.  

74. YSU IB employees are required:  

1) to follow and implement the demands  of the present regulations, the clauses of the YSU IB 

and other  internal legal acts; 

 2) to implement the decisions of the YSU IB authorities;  

3) to provide the efficiency of the educational process and the scientific research; 

 4) to maintain, efficiently and carefully use the YSU IB inventory;  

5) to raise continuously their professional qualification, in not less than 5-year term, to be trained 

or qualified in the defined order;  

6) to show academic integrity and cope with plagiarism by all means;  

7) to implement prescribed duties in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, 

YSU IB charter and other internal regulations. 

 75. YSU IB students have the right to: 

 1) to their discretion, in accordance with their skills and requirements, to choose specialty, type 

of education, to do research, to interrupt or continue higher and post-institutional professional 

education at any educational degree; 



2) to receive up-to-date knowledge on science, technology and culture and attend the lectures 

delivered at the YSU IB;  

3) to participate in formation of educational contents (in the choice of educational courses and 

specialization) by maintaining state educational criteria of higher professional education;  

4) to participate in functions providing the level of education and to evaluate the efficiency of the 

teaching staff activities; 

 5) besides the subjects included in the chosen specialty, to learn every subject of the curriculum, 

taught at the YSU IB in the defined order;  

6) to combine the main professional education with the second specialty education and receive 

the second qualification degrees;  

7) to be involved and to participate in the works of corresponding administrative bodies of the 

YSU IB, in accordance with the RA legislation and the YSU IB regulations (by-law) in the 

defined order; 

 8) to use the YSU IB library, laboratories, database and the services of educational, scientific, 

medical, physical and other units; 

 9) in accordance with their preferences, to participate in the students’ scientific-research works, 

workshops and conferences, held at the YSU IB;  

10) to unite in student councils, students’ scientific societies and other student organizations;  

11) to appeal against the orders of the YSU IB authorities, in accordance with the RA legislation 

in the defined order;  

12) to have a privilege of being compensated partly or fully of the annual tuition, in accordance 

with the RA legislation in the defined order; 

 13) to receive a defined amount of money, including a (nominal) scholarship, a grant in 

accordance with the defined order by the RA legislation and the YSU IB;  

14) to get acquainted with the YSU IB regulations (by-law) and other normative documents;  



15) to receive academic leave, in the defined order by an authorized body, for the term of up to 1 

year, except for the cases defined by the RA legislation;  

16) to receive academic leave, in the defined order by an authorized body, for the term of up to 1 

year, except for the cases defined by the RA legislation;  

17) to receive corresponding area in a hostel in case it is available and needed, in accordance 

with the defined order by the YSU IB;  

18) to be transferred to another higher educational institution, including higher educational 

institutions in foreign countries;  

19) to receive moral and (or) material encouragement for considerable educational progress and 

participation in scientific-research works, in accordance with the defined order by the RA 

legislation and the YSU IB; 

 20) YSU IB students are granted with academic freedoms according to the legislation of the RA 

and YSU IB.  

76. The student who has interrupted his (her) education in the past has the right to be readmitted 

at YSU IB.  

77. It is prohibited to involve students in non-educational work without their and (or) their legal 

representatives’’ agreement.  

135. YSU IB students are obliged:  

1) to accomplish all educational assignments, within the defined term;  

2) to master the skills and knowledge necessary for future specialist with high qualification; 

3) to show academic integrity and avoid plagiarism; 

 4) to follow the current charter, YSU  IB regulations (by-law) and internal rules; 

 5) to attend the courses conducted with the curriculum; 

 6) to treat with YSU property with careful attitude;  



7) to maintain the honor and authority of the YSU IB;  

8) to pay the tuition in time, those who study on a paying basis. In case of delaying the payment 

of the tuition, the student can be dismissed from the YSU IB.  

9) to implement prescribed duties in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, 

YSU IB charter, other internal regulations of YSU IB and the signed contract concerning 

education. 

79. The students who don’t implement educational plans and the schedule of educational 

process, who have unsatisfactory academic progress, who break the YSU IB internal discipline 

rules, can be subjected to discipline penalty, up to dismissal from the YSU  IB, by the order of 

the rector or his authorized person.  

80. The student council is the body to protect the YSU IB students’ autonomy and interests, and 

which provides the students’ participation in the YSU IB administration and submits to the YSU 

IB administrative bodies the issues referring to the students. 

81. YSU IB Student Scientific Society is a student organization with the goal of learning, 

creativity and spiritual development. The regulation of the Student Scientific Society’s operation 

procedures is approved by the charter of YSU student council and YSU IB student council. 

 

XII. DISSOLLUTION OF YSU IB 

82.  YSU IB can be dissolved by the decision of the founder. In case of the dissolution of YSU 

IB after creditor claims the property revert to the YSU’s budget. 

 


